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Council advocates
hiking room, board
By Patty Bailey
Stuff Reporter
The University Budget Council voted
yesterday 11 to 4 to recommend to
President Hollis A Moore Jr that
room and board charges be increased
for 1972-73 in order to cover a projected
deficit in next year's budget
The proposal will now be referred to
President Moore, who will in turn present it to the Board of Trustees at its
meeting in April The board will make
the final decision as to whether room
and board charges will be increased
The Budget Council is considering an
increase of about $35 per quarter,
but the exact figure was not set.

N.wiph.1. by 0««» i. r<nkm

Business
boom

Food Services reported last week income for the Amani ha* increased
by about $500 per doy since the Food Services Evaluation Committee
voted to permit students to use food coupons in the snack bars.

ACCORDING TO budget projections,
a deficit of $777,423 for residence and
dining halls will result next year if the
number of students living on campus
decreases to 7.710. one projected
vacancy rate for 1972 A deficit of
$590,253 would result if the residence
hall population of 8,018 for fall quarter.

Nixon leaves today for China
WASHINGTON .APi- President
Nixon, after doing last-hour homework
at his secluded mounlaintop retreat,
departs today on the first leg of his selfdescribed •Journey for Peace'' to
China
As Nixon prepared to fly back by
helicopter after an overnight stay at
Camp David in Maryland's (atoctin
Mountains, an army of aides wrapped
up finals details for his historic 13-day.
20.395-mile trip-including plans for a
star-spangled departure ceremony
Congressional leaders and Cabinet
officials are to join a thousand flagwaving school children who will be on
the White Mouse South l.awn to bid
farewell to the President. Mrs Nixon
and the 13-member official party at 10
am EST today
Nixon will make brief remarks at the
ceremony which follows a White I'ouse
meeting with bipartisan congressional
leaders
THE PRESIDENTIAL jet leaves
Andrews Air Force Base. Md . at about

10:30 am for a 10-hour nonstop flight
to I'awaii. where Nixon will stay two
nights readjusting to the time change
before flying on to Guam for an
overnight stop.
IV will land at Shanghai-and become
the first American president ever to
touch Chinese soil-at 9 am China time
next Monday, 8pm EST Sunday.
After a Chinese navigator joins the
crew of the "Spirit of '76." he will fly
on to Peking where he will be officially
welcomed by Chinese leaders at 11 30
a.m. China time. 10 30 p.m. EST
Sunday.
Pis week in three Chinese citiesBangchow is the third will be devoted
to an open-ended series of talks with
Communist leaders, a round of four
banquets, and side trips to the Great
Wall and other historic Chinese sites
and shrines
THE PRESIDENT yesterday sought
the solitude of his Camp David retreat
to finish reading loose-leaf volumes of
classified material on China Aides said

he worked past midnight in Aspen
Cottage, then was up and at his desk
before 8 a ni
Responding to newsmen's questions.
deputy press secretary Gerald L.
Warren said. "As is customary on state
visits and official arrivals, we have
invited schools in the metropolitan area
to send children" to the event
He described the trips as "an

A man and a woman were arrested
and charged in the bombings shortly
after the three blasts occurred Atty.
Gen Warren Rudman said that when

the two were taken into custody a news
release concerning the bombings also
was obtained
The release said that besides the
police station, the Nixon headquarters
also had been a target No bomb was
found at the headquarters, where 12
antiwar demonstrators were arrested
Saturday during a talk by George
Romney. secretary of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

BUDGET COUNCIL also discussed
reinstating uniform room and board

rate on campus It was decided that a
differential load be recommended
instead
If adopted, this would mean that students who wanted to live in Offenhauer
Towers would pay more than students
living anywhere else on campus All
other rates would be uniform
Dr. Bond said with the thi ee different
rates the University is operating under
now. "ghettos" are developing on campus
"I don't think we should make it
possible for people to isolate themselves because ol their socio-economic
standing." he said Dr. Bond added that
persons who are receiving financial aid
are all housed in basically the same
dormitories
In a related area, council discussed
renovating some residence halls next
year. Basic changes would be replacing
all built-in furniture with movable
furniture, and carpeting student rooms
and corridors in all dormitories except
McDonald Quadrangle and Hi out Hall.
J. Claude Scheuerman. vice president
for operations, said in planning for the
future, the University should take into
consideration the fact (hat the majority
of freshmen and sophomores are
required to live on campus, rather than
the fact that most juniors and seniors
want to move off campus
He explained that he thought the
University should try to make improvements in the residence hall environment
Dr Bond said prior experience shows
that maintenance costs would probably
go down rather ttian up with carpeting
Council decided to recommend the
renovation proposal to ('resident
Moore

Eyeing 74 gubernatorial race?

Kurfess faces primary contest
By Harold Brown
Asst. Managing Editor
Charles F. Kurfess, speaker of the
Ohio House of Representatives, said
yesterday he is "not uninterested" in
the 1974 Republican nomination for
governor.

N.H. blasts linked to conspiracy
against Nixon headquarters
MANCHESTER. N.H, 1AP1- The.
bombing of police and fire
headquarters here yesterday has been
linked by the state attorney general to
plans to blow up the New Hampshire
primary headquarters of President
Nixon

educational assist for teachers" and
added, "we have done that for every
state and official visit."
White I'ouse staffers and federal
employees from other nearby
government buildings also will crowd
onto the White House Lawn. Asked
whether military honor guards would
be present. Warren said, "I wouldn't be
surprised "

1971 were to remain the same
Budget projections were based on the
assumption that room and board rates
in 1972-73 would be the same as the
rates charged now and that no appreciable increases would be made in counseling, custodial or Food Service staffs.
However, the projections do assume
an increase in items such as debt service, administrative overhead and
depreciation. These increases are
primarily the result of adding overhead
and debts for Offenhauer Hall to the
residence and dining hall budgets
The projection that Budget Council is
acting on is based on the assumption
that the dormitory vacancy rate will be
five per cent next vear
According to A Inghram Milliron,
director of Auxiliary Services, this projection is in recognition of the possibility that the trend to move off campus
might continue or increase, which
could result in only 7,710 students
housed on campus Present capacity in
the residence halls is 8,115.
After considering the projected deficit. Budget Council discussed alternatives to raising room and board rates.
One alternative was to absorb residence hall losses until a surplus in
funds has run out, then to abandon the
residence hall program
Dr James G Bond, vice president of
student affairs, said the University
should fund the program to which it is
committed
The University presently has lower
room and board rates than any of the
other six state universities for which
rates were available.

A fourth bomb was discovered by a
janitor on the outside window ledge of
Police Chief John Stips' office
Demolition experts said the bomb
didn't explode because of faulty wiring
No policemen of firemen were
injured when three bombs shattered
windows at the police station and the
nearby new fire headquarters.
Authorities said the bombs had been
placed outside the buildings.

"But first I've got to win a primary
and general election this year." he told
students in Or Charles A Barren's
state government class
Kurfess. who has served as speaker
since 1966. faces opposition in a
primary election for the first time
since 1968 He is a graduate of the
University and a practicing attorney in
Bowling Green.
He said the Ohio Plan proposed by
Governor John J. Gilligan early in 1971
"won't fly" when it gels to the floor of
the House. "Right now we don't know
where the plan stands because we
haven't seen a revised proposal that is
supposed to have been distributed to
the presidents of all state
universities."
KURFESS ARGUED that the Ohio
Instructional Grant (OIGl Program
does the same thing Gilligan's plan
does, only in another way "The OIG
program makes loans available to
students who meet certain economic
qualifications," he said.

Gov. Gilligan's plan, as it was
presented last year, calls for each
graduate of a state university to pay
the state $3,000 over a period of years
as soon as his income reaches $7,000
annually.
"It is just too hard and expensive to
keep track of all those people." Kurfess
said. "But the idea got the governor
what he wanted One heck of a lot of
publicity."
Kurfess also expressed displeasure
with the reapportionment of
congressional districts in Ohio.
"TWENTY incumbent Republican
representatives ended up sitting in
districts with other Republican
incumbents, while only one Democratic
incumbent ended up in the same
district with another Democratic
incumbent," he said.
He called the reapportionment plan
"Gillimandering."
Kurfess said he had "great disdain"
for the methods John Ashbrook of Ohio
and Robert McCloskey of California

are using to gain influence in the
Republican party.
"I question their sincerity and
believe they can air their views within
the party in a more effective way. I
believe any political party has to be
broad enough to include a wide
spectrum of the electorate." Kurfess
said
He said he was opposed to a
constitutional convention in Ohio in
1973. because of the experiences of
other states that have voted on a new
constitution in recent years.
"I see many changes that we need,
but controversial issues such as busing,
aid to non-public schools, capital
punishment or abortion reform, can
lead to the defeat of a proposed
constitution," he said
KURFESS SAID constitutional
reform would be more effective if the
current method of legislative study of
proposals submitted by the Ohio
Constitutional Reform Commission is
continued

Asian professors speculate on Peking visit
By Scott Scredon
Suit Reporter
Chinese leaders will ask President
Nixon while he is in China to end U.S.
involvement in Vietnam and not interfere in the affairs of Taiwan, according
to Dr. Edward I-Te Chen, professor of
history in Japanese and Asian civilization
Dr. Chen also said Nixon's trip will
yield no immediate peace plans, but it
will contribute to the beginnings of a
lasting peace. It will also allow him to
invest more time in domestic affairs.
Vietnam has always been a vital area
to China, he said, because of the location and cultural ties between the two
countries.

Dr. Hiyo Kowoshima

The Chinese do not want any noncommunist countries on their border.
Dr Chen said.
He said the Chinese demonstrated
this fear in 1954 by fighting U.S. forces
that invaded North Korea.

Strong cultural ties between the two
countries date back to the Ming dynasty 11368-1643 I.China treated Vietnam
as a "tributary state" aiding them
when foreigners intervened. Dr. Chen
said
Even though it is not official, noninterference in Taiwan's affairs was a
specific condition to be met by President Nixon before he could come to
China, he said.
Peking considers Taiwan a part of
China, and if they attempt to
"liberate" the island, they wouldn't
want President Nixon to intervene, he
said.
Dr. Fujiya Kawashima, professor of
Chinese history, said he is happy to see
"such a festive mood and optimism" in
the U.S. about Nixon's China trip, but
the American public should be aware of
the basic realities between the two
countries, and that nothing substantial
will come out of the talks.
"I get the impression that by this trip

the American public thinks new Chinese-American relations will begin." he
said
"But the Nixon visit will not solve the
fundamental problems between the
U.S. and China; it is only a first step,"
he said.
Dr. Kawashima said Mao Tse-tung,
chairman of the Communist Central
Party, believes the United States are
imperialists: that imperialists cannot
change in nature and need war.
He said the United States will get
nothing from the China trip except
Nixon's own personal pride.
Both men expressed hope that
Americans will learn by the trip that
Chinese are not cold-blooded Communists, but are committed to a high
ideal.
Dr. Chen said, "Communism was not
imposed on China, it was their own
choice and not necessarily evil. There
are so many people and not enough
resources. The time has come for a

change in our attitude toward Chinese
communism."
Chen and Kawashima agreed the
Chinese will not ask Nixon for either
economic or military aid.
"The current premise in China is a
self-reliant society," Dr. Kawashima
said.
Chinese leaders are seeking better
relations with the U.S. to restrain the
Soviet Union. Dr. Chen said.
He said the Soviet Union will be
"very nervous." about Nixon's journey
to China, and may tend to make them
more careful in the future.
"This should make the Soviet Union
more willing to discuss disarmament
with the United States." he said.
Dr. Chen said by approaching China,
the U.S. has weakened the confidence
of some of our friends near ChinaKorea, Japan, and Thailand.
"We have to reassure countries such
as Japan that we are friends," Dr.
Chen said. "Right now Japan is much
more important to us than China."

Dr. Edward Chen

X.
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eprreRiaLS
kent hearing
The recent hearing ordered on the suit against Gov. James
Rhodes and officials of the Ohio National Guard by the 6th
District Court of Appeals, is a victory for the Kent community.
There are too many unsolved questions in the 1970 Kent State
affair and those who wish to close the case entirely are only
ignoring action that may prevent a similiar event.
Although the Appeals Court did dismiss some of the other
provisions in the suit, at least the Kent issue is not dead and there
is still a possibility the hearings will uncover evidence that will
solve some of the many unanswered questions in the case.

all can help
John R. Shaeffer. consultant on recycling waste products and
consultant to the U.S. Army Corps of Kngineers, said in a lecture
here last week that the local recycling campaigns people
participate in are not solving the problem of pollution.
True, the small amount of papers and bottles we save for
recycling purposes may appear to be a drop in the bucket towards
solving the environmental crisis, but where does Shaeffer suggest
we begin9
Kxtensive anti-pollution legislation will never come about until
the citizens themselves initiate some concern for the
environment. If we do nothing, who will know that we care?
If Mr Shaeffer wants the environment cleared, then he should
stop putting the little guy in the corner by publicly saying his
small contribution isn't going to help in the fight against
pollution.

opinion

investigate stock holdings
Editor's Note: The followbsg letter was
seat to the Uaiversrty Board of
Directors.
On February 10, 1972 you received a
request from the Officers of the Student
Body Organization to dispose of your
equity holdings in the following
companies
American Telephone and Telegraph

E.I. DuPont DeNemours and Co.
International Business Machines Corp.
Magnavox Co.

After examining a copy of their letter,
I must urge that you decline to consider
their request in its present form. Two
points in the request require further
documentation before your group can be
expected to take any appropriate action
on the matter.
First, it is the contention of the Student
Body Organization officers that" in the
instance of a military-industrial
enterprise the concept of risk is
eliminated, and oftentimes the actual
cost of an item far surpasses the

projected cost. Consequently the
military-industrial enterprise reaps a
sizable profit without the worry of
various risks. This is patently unjust, and
we strongly oppose such practices."
I WILL AGREE that cost overruns are
most undesirable, but the contention that
cost overruns are in some way related to
sizable profits requires further facts
before acceptance. Since the Student
Body Organization has asked that you
accept this premise. I suggest that you
request proper documentation from
them.
Naturally, such documentation should
include an industry survey of profits vs.
cost overruns on a company and product
basis. Perhaps this survey will then be
able to explain the knotty fact that the
biggest money loser in the defense
industry, Lockheed, also had the biggest
cost overruns.
Secondly, the other general indictment
against the four listed companies is that
they are in some way connected with the
Department of Defense, and that this is

'ART DEPARTMENTMAKE A QUICK CHANGE
FOR THIS WEEK'S COVER

TIME INC.

in fact an undesirable situation. Surely,
any reasonable investment portfolio will
contain numerous holdings in companies
connected with the Department of
Defense.
Of the 32 companies listed on the
Foundations current holdings sheet, I
would contend that all are connected
with the Department of Defense to
varying degrees.
Thus, the basic issue to be considered
by your Board of Directors is whether or
not it is your moral obligation to refuse
holdings in companies associated with
the Department of Defense and, if so,
what specific criterion will be used to
measure this degree of association? Two
such measures currently available are:
1. Dollars received from Defense
Department contracts, and
2. Dollars received from Defense
Department contracts as a percentage of
total dollars received from all sources.
Should you elect to screen present and
proposed holdings for Defense
Department association, then the real
question is merely the critical limits of

the above two measures that are to be
deemed tolerable.
Again, I urge you to seek documented
recommendations from the Student Body
Organization officers. Hopefully they
have investigated all 32 companies and
selected the four that have exceeded
their pre-established critical limits.
I use the word "hopefully" for one
reason I unless such guidelines were used
to single out 4 companies from the list of
32. the only other possible conclusion is
that the Student Body Organization has.
in a prejudicial and arbitrary manner,
established an investment blacklist and
is seeking not only your approval of this
list, but the right to make future
additions to it at their discretion.
Consideration of their request before
the necessary supporting materials have
been furnished by the Student Body
Organization would in my opinion, be
most imprudent.
David A. Paxton, Instructor
Department of Management

1IME INC

'INSTEAD OF RICHARD NIXON
AS MAN-OF-THE-YEAR .

campus colloquy

success is personal
By Krmmons Wilson
Editor's Note: In 1052, Kemmons Wilson
had u Idea. Tke followlag year, ID
Mrmphls, he founded Holiday laai, lac,
today the world's largest system ol food
aad lodftag faculties.
In my opinion, the most important
question any one person can ask himself
is how best he can serve and achieve.
This for each and every one becomes a
highly personal thing
I hope that I am safe in assuming each
of you wants your future to be successful
and that all of you want to achieve.
Success and ability to achieve is
basically a personal problem This must
be true because all of us observe success
and failure frequently.
We see two men start with the same
company at the same time, and work
with the same product, have the same
training, the same supervision, same
leadership, yet one man succeeds and the
other fails
THERE ARE VERY few "naturals
in any endeavor and we all face the job of
developing our effectiveness and
efficiency if we are to succeed.
How can we go about doing this?
Certainly there are many facets to that
question but I would like to comment on
one area which, in my opinion, has as
much to do with achievement as any
other, and applies equally to young
people as well as the older people
It is a whole area of -habits" All
persons are creatures of habit It has
been said that we are what we are
largely because of the sum total for the

habits formed throughout life.
Psychologists tell us that less than five
per cent of what we do involves
conscience adjustments to new
situations. Habits govern the other 95 per
cent of our action.
So 1 want to impress upon all the young
people of the world that you now have a
chance of developing good or bad habits
and this is what will follow you all the
rest of your life
One thing we can be sure of and that is
that we will form some kind of habits.
We can be sure if we want them to be the
right kind that it is going to take some
conscious effort to form them. We want
to achieve one of the most important
habits and that is time control.
TIME IS probably our greatest asset
and the more we succeed the more we
must accept the responsibility of
deciding how to best use our available
time Time control is an essential
ingredient for success in a free
enterprise system.
Finally and perhaps the most
important of all. you must have a
tremendous amount of faith in yourself
You control the end product and the
result of that end product is completely
dependent on you. No matter what
profession you choose, you have the
opportunity of rendering a service which
is a great and wonderful thing.
To render that service in a fair and
proper way requires great skill and you
have that skill. You have it in your power
to do wonderful things if you can develop
courage, judgement, integrity and
dedication to your job
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Lerrers
nixon's reaction to commissions
On February 15 a BG News editorial
expressed hope that, in view of the
findings of the National Commission on
Drug Abuse, Richard Noxion (cq. I would
recommend a more reasonable course of
behavior with respect to marijuana
legislation.
It strikes me as extraordinary that The

no bodies
Sunday afternoon. State Senator
"Buz" Lukens came to Bowling Green to
speak on "Understanding the System."
There were barely thirty people in
attendance.
A few weeks ago. Senator Eugene
McCarthy spoke in Memorial flail which
was only about half-filled.
My previous statements may seem
quite bland but it never ceases to amaze
me how little students on this campus
care about their political situation. I
realize that each of us might feel
helpless, having only one vote, but just
how many of us are really qualified to
use that single vote to its fullest
capacity?
I wonder if there is any one member of
this American youth that I belong to that
can truthfully say they never issued any
complaint (privately or publicly I against
the system or the problems that exist
today. Yet the desire to become
informed about that same system is so
slight.
People like Mr. Lukens and McCarthy
made themselves available as sources
for such information and the lack of
response was embarassing. If we cannot
respect the privilege of our vote and use
it consciously and intellectually, how can
we complain about America's problems?
Ellen Kindle
104 McDonald North

News voiced such a naive notion: Mr.
Noxion's
behavior has not been
characterized in the past by any over
attention to reality, as reality is
perceived by social scientists and others
with demonstrated expertise in dealing
with social phenomena
As a matter of fact, the current federal
administration's behavior patterns are
accurate reflections land reinforcers) of
Middle America's behavior patterns,
characterized generally by zealous
defense of its fantasies despite
contradictory evidence.
We are not a culture devoted to
empirical verification. Spiro what s-hisname said on the "Today "broadcast that
the Supreme Court has never said that
desegregation is absolutely necessary.
He apparently really believes that, too.

so they say

PRESIDENT NOXION
has a
virtually unbroken record of ignoring
Commission findings I as well as findings
by his own staff) when they contradict
his fantasies.
The Commission on Pornography and
Obscenity, when it decided that dirty
books are fun, found itself derogated and
pooh-poohed by the administration; the
Commission to investigate the causes of
violence in the society, when it began to
produce evidence suggesting that there
are some profound social and political
roots to many of our problems and that
we need to take a "general systems"
approach to solving them, was hardly
heard from again; a federal grand jury
to investigate the Jackson and Kent State
murders has not been convened because
the administration fears the likely
outcome; the current Surgeon General is
in job jeopardy because he's in favor of
widespread health care and because he,
too, thinks that "criminalization" of
marijuana smoking is stupid.

is spending two million of our tax dollars
to build a satellite that can identify
marijuana fields from 100 miles in the
stratosphere I we learned how to do such
things in Viet Nam I;
(2) the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs now has a resident
agency in Columbus, Ohio (and, very
likely, is moving rapidly toward
establishing such agencies in other
deprived cities).
Abandon your fantasies-the evidence
is most assuredly not indicative of sanity
on the part of the federal administration
with respect to marijuana.
William Gourd
147 E. Wooster No. 2

need help

The Orientation Board will be
interviewing prospective orientation
Noxion
does not like marijuana leaders for Fall quarter 1972, on Feb. 22
or its use by anyone-he has said that a through Mar. 2.
We are looking for interested people of
number of times. If he doesn't like it, he
will not listen to evidence varied backgrounds who would be willing
countermanding his view. He doesn't to participate in a maximum of five
hours of training in group dynamic
need evidence; he's the president.
Finally: the Associated Press has methods conducted by personnel from
•f% K aart .( the raeterlc...Peer
reported within the past two weeks that the Counseling Center and the College
(reap prsastart dictates that they call
(1) the U.S. of A. Treasury Department Student Personnel Department.
yaa a a*. Bat hall, k's aaly a watt"
This training program, which will be
during spring quarter, would be designed
to aid the leader in guiding his group's
interaction. Both the training program
and the actual orientation experience
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
should prove valuable to the student
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
leader.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
Interested persons may sign up for
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
interviews in room 405 of the Student
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
Services Building.
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
Orientation Board Co-chairmen
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 108
Cyndee Richard
University Hall.
Bob Rusine

Rots Praskey. a Toronto policeman in
the community service officer program
whara policemen wear plain clothes and
mix with minority groups, tenants and
teanagers in an effort to bridge the gap
betweea police and public:

let's hear from you

The M Newt. ThvrWoy, F.bf umy 17, 1»7J/Page 1

BSU sponsors panel discussion

Black athletes speak of problems
By Scott Scredoe
Stall Reporter
"If black players gel hurl,
they sit on the bench and
watch the rest of the game
But if a white player gets
hurt, the trainer takes him
to the locker room." according to Jamie Rivers, sixyear veteran linebacker for
the St Louis Cardinals and a
University graduate.
He and three other former
BGSU football players-Joe
Green. Don Lisbon, and Jay
Cunningham-look part in a
panel discussion Tuesday
night on problems faced by
black athletes in college and
professional sports
The discussion was part of
a series of programs sponsored by the Black Student
Union as part of Afro-American History Week
The panel discussed the
need of more organized
communication channels on
the college level for black
athletes before they enter

college and after they graduate
Julius Livas, a current
University football player,
said he didn't know what
classes to take when he
arrived on campus. He
received needed academic
information only after consulting other black football
players who were upperclassmen, he said
THE PANEL also said
black athletes sometimes
need counseling after
graduation because when
their four years of athletic
eligibility are over, coaches
tend to forget about them.
Livas said one organization on campus that can help
black athletes is the Athletic
Committee, of which he is a
member.
He said the committee will
try to solve any grievances
black athletes have But he
said he is only one of 10
members on the committee,
and doesn't wield much
power.

Members of the panel said
a black in a leadership position would break the myth
that blacks don't have the
mental capacity to engineer
a professional football team.
It would also help blacks
establish and own one of
their own franchises, breaking some of the power held
by white owners.
The panel cited the recent
case of Chuck Ealey. the
quarterback at Toledo
University, as an example of
discrimination against
blacks playing quarterback
in the National Football
League
Ealey was named player
of the year by Black Sports
magazine, but was not
drafted by anv team in the
NFL
Joe Green. '70 graduate
and a two-year player (or the
New York Giants, said, "He
should have been judged on
his ability to play in the pro
league But quarterback is
too vital a position for a

Livas said there are two
student representatives on
the committee, with faculty
members and alumni making up the rest of the group.
Jerry Fields, fullback and
one of the co-captains of the
1971 BGSU football team,
said a black athlete should
not let a coach intimidate
him by threatening to take
away his scholarship The
coach does not have this
power, he explained
He said the scholarship
can be revoked if a player
doesn't report to practice,
but such a decision would
otherwise be left to the Athletic Committee
ON THE professional
level, the panel cited a need
for a black quarterback in
professional football, and the
existence of a quota system
and a white power structure
The panel agreed a black
quarterback would change
the structure of professional
football

"HE DIDNT help his own
situation He didn't say he
was the best when he got the
publicity." Lisbon said
Green spoke about a personal experience in the

ball toward its mark, pauses to look back, and waits hopefully for the outcome.

Schoolhouse campaign begun
Editor's note The following
It a correction on a story
which appeared In yesterday's News under the headline "Schoolhouse move
halted."
A one-room schoolhouse
donated to the University by
a Norwalk family may be
moved to campus and open

for operation as a memorabilia museum by next fall.
Fred Hansen. associate
director of alumni services,
said yesterday if all goes
well, enough money will be
available by June to cover
costs of moving the building
and reconstructing it here.
Tentative site for the
building is behind Kohl Hall.

Millet: resignation
report unconfirmed
COLUMBUS
tAP)Published reports that he
would resign brought "no
comment" Tuesday from
John D. Milieu chancellor
of the Ohio Board of
Regents.
Millett said he had no comment lo make on any of the
published reports, which
said he planned lo take a
consultative post on college
finances with a private
foundation.
Should Millett resign the
$40.000-a-year job when the
board holds its regular
session Friday, it will be up
to the board to appoint a successor
Millett was appointed
chancellor by the board after
it was created by the legislature in 1963.
While the nine-member
board has the task of

appointing a successor, aides
of Gov. John J. Gilligan are
reported preparing a list of
possible candidates to be
submitted to the board.

between the Bridge Over
Troubled Water statue and
Commons
A kick "ti dinner for a
fund-raising campaign was
held two weeks ago The
first phase of the campaign
will be to contact personally
possible donors
Hansen said about $65,000
is needed to pay for actual
costs of reconstructing the
building However, he said
his office is hoping for an
additional $10,000 to cover
maintenance and salary
costs
HE SAID an ideal cam-

paign would raise about 90
per cent of the funds within a
month or six weeks The
remainder would be solicited
by a limited mail campaign
to interested individuals,
with possible concentration
among persons in the Firelands area
The little red schoolhouse
project is not a University
program per se, Hansen
said. No funds from the
University budget will be
used to finance the project.
The building will be used
to house items related to the
one-room schoolhouse era.

"quota system." which limits the number of black
players at one position, such
as cornerback.
Green, a defensive back,
played five games for New
York last season at an 86 per
cent "efficiency rating," a
rating given the players by
coaches on their individual
performance.
There came a point, Green
said, when blacks occupied
all four positions in the
Giants defensive backfield.
but he was soon replaced by
Scott Eaton, a white player,
whose efficiency rating was
about 70 per cent
Green also said the white
power structure is responsible for off-season jobs
given to white players in
such fields as the stock market He said there are no
such jobs waiting for black
football players

Mike Saba, who hat been manning the
University

Hall

information

and

table
petitions

containing
for

former

Senator Eugene McCarthy » presidential
campaign, pauses lo talk with Jerry Borer,
who

is

enlisting

memberships

in

the

Student Co-op.

'Snake-eyes': live ones I
A boa constrictor. 6'6"
long, lies captive behind a
sheet of glass awaiting its
next prey.
The snake is part of an
unusual display of poisonous
and non-poisonous snakes in
230 Life Science Bldg
Sam Phillips, senior
(AM), has helped to take
care of the snakes for the
last two years He said they
aren't as active in captivity
as they would be in the
wilds
THE SNAKES are fed only
once a week, except for the
boa constrictor, which is
given a daily meal of mice.
Phillips said the boa
constrictor once ate 14 mice
in one day
The
psychology
department supplies the

Holding her form and balance, this woman student in a bowling class sends the

Strike?

black man to hold Pro football won't have a black
quarterback until there are
black owners."
The panel said Ealey
wrote a letter to all the professional teams asking them
not to draft him unless he
could try out as a quarterback. In past years, black
quarterbacks in college have
been lirafted by the pros, but
switched to flanker or
cornerback after joining the
professional ranks.
Lisbon, who played with
the San Francisco 49'ers and
also in the Canadian Football
League, said Ealey could
have done more to help himself

Some items have already
been collected by the Center
for Educational Memorabilia in the College of
Education.
Although the University
had three offers for oneroom schoolhouses. the District Six building outside
Norwalk was considered in
the best condition
The schoolhouse was
donated by the Linder family
of Nor-walk over a year ago.
The building was constructed in 1875 and purchased by the Linders in
1910.

mice Phillips said he
captures the fish and frogs
fed to water snakes and rat
snakes
Most of the snakes were
donated by the Parasitology
Research Group. The
reptiles are kept for
observation and display
only, and are never used for
research purposes
Phillips said some
students have complained
about feeding mice to the
boa constrictor. "Students
consider the mice fuzzy and
soft, and would rather not
see them fed to the snakes."
he said
Jerry Pangallo. freshman
(Ed), visits the museum

twice a week The snakes
fascinate inc. anil al feeding
time remind me ol the
Christian Bra, when people
cheered for the weak I mice '
and strong (snakes)." he
said
ONE OF the largesl
collections of native and
foreign birds in the slate IN
also located ill the Life
Science Bldg
Many ol the birds were
collected by l)r
K I.
Mo se I ey
during
an
expedition to the Philippines
in the late 1800'a Di
Moseley was a biology
professor and one of the first
faculty members al the
Universilv

A new process is being
used in prepare the dead
birds (m display Phillips
said the traditional practice
nl stuffing aiul mounting a
dead animal lo give it a
lifelike
appearance
l tai idei my I is too
expensive
Instead, members of
biology classes now make
"study skins b> cleaning
the skins and stuffing them
with cotton The process
takes onl) ,i couple hours
Phillips said he would like
to conduct more tours
through the museum. In the
past, grade school children
haw visited campus to
observe the displays.

THE PERSONNEL BOARD IS
AUVE AND KICKING ...
WE'RE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS
NIGHTLY MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FOR ALL STUDENT BODY BOARDS
AND UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES •-

AND WE WOULD LIKE TO
INTERVIEW YOU!
PICK UP FORM AND SIGN UP FOR A
TIME IN 405 ST. SERV. BLDG.
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sirloin steak served with baked potato, cusp tossed salad and roll.
All for just $1.39, in honor of Washington s Birthday It's a wonderful value, we cannot tell a lie.
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A return to the days of yesteryear....
By Barb Bracfcer
II was a warm (all day in
1914, and the horse-drawn
buggy moved lazily along the
dirt streets
of
Bowling
Green, Ohio.
The mare
raised
her
head
and
whinnied in alarm as the
trolley car barged through
with its clanging bells.
The two men in the buggy
made soothing noises and
the mare continued to plod
along the tree-shaded road.
Finally the driver guided the
buggy to a hitching post. The
younger man jumped over
the side and expertly hitched
the sweating horse to the
rack.

v-*Vtr#<y •* Vt^tWWn^f WffWWm

Then

One* upon a lime, Ihe building now called University Hall *oi

again

the Administration Bldg., and there wai a road where now
there are the lawns we call inner campus.

Seniors & Graduate Students
Participating in the "Gig Expo":

A Black Careers Conference
SIGN-UP SHEETS FOR THE COMPANIES
AND SCHOOLS WITH WHICH YOU PLAN TO
INTERVIEW ARE IN ETHNIC STUDIES.
ROOM 208. GRADUATE CENTER.
YOU MUST BE SIGNED UP BY TUES.. FEB. 22

Normal
1814

accurate guess at the events
that must have occurred
when Bowling Green first
opened its doors to higher

School

opened

At his home on Clay
Street, Dr. Overman was
thoughtful as he described
the Bowling Green he came

education.
The guess is based on
information provided by Dr.
Rea McCain and Dr. JR.
Overman, two of the 11
original faculty members at
the University.
Dr. McCain was hired to
teach
English,
and
Dr.
Overman
was
a
mathematics
professor
when Bowling Green State

to 58 years ago. "It was a
small
mid-western
town
made up mostly of retired
farmers and oil men." he
said
Chuckling
as
he
remembered. Dr. Overman
said. "At that time there
were still hitching racks for
horses
and
drinking

it

is

still

a

1"
I
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PRETZELS

Main
Street

This photo, taken around 1910, depicts downtown Bowling Green when the
city applied for the state normal school charier. The first commencement
exercises were held in The Chidester Theater, right, in 1914.
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None of the buildings were
finished
when
the first
students arrived in Bowling
Green, so classes were held
three days a week in the
Armory on East Wooster
Street
Dr. McCain described the.
early days in the Armory.
"In one class I had 53
students, and a very small
room. In order to get the
students in, we moved the
chairs into the hallway, and

IF THE above is a story
that cannot be documented,

■ Drive a Datsun...
I
then decide.
Today at

turnabU glass bottlesl^lW

fountains on the main street.
There were also gas wells on
the college campus."
"IN SHATZEL Kail you
could smell gas, particularly
on a damp morning," said
Dr. Overman. There were
several gas wells in the area
surrounding the building.
According
to
Dr.
Overman, the library, which
is the present Graduate
Center, was heated by one of
these gas wells. "We had to
be careful of
careless
smokers," he said.

The older man climbed
down laboriously from the
heavily laden buggy. I.'e
thrust his hands deep into
the pockets of his dusty
jacket and stood at the
roadside,
rocking
uncomfortably from one foot
to the other.
The young man wiped the
sweaty grime from his face,
and cleaned his hands on his
Sunday pants. With mock
casualncss he strolled over
to where his father stood
surveying the half-finished
buildings that seemed to
sprout from the flat land.
"This is it," said the son
excitedly. "Bowling Green
State Normal School; this is
it!"
K'is father looked it over
again, nodded slowly, and
said, "Oh."

510 2-Dr Sedan

CA \
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FREE-FREE
3 PAIR
EARRINGS

904
E. WOOSTER

Feb. 17 thru Feb. 19
We reserve the right
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•Sandwiches
IWIth Mild)

fresh ness:

Alpenhorn

Specials

w meat sauce, Italian Salad,
Bread & Butter

only

$1.50

Sandwiches
• Meatball

• Slacked Ham

• Slacked Corned Be«f
• Italian Salami
• Slacked Roatt Beef

•GRILLED CHEESE
•EGG SALAD
• HAM & CHEESE

on a bun or Italian bread
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Live Entertainment

KISH & CHIPS

Fri. a. Sat. nlte
BARRY FITE at the organ

...served MonSat. 11 AM.-5 P.M.

MS 1 Mix - 353 7876

Lydia & Dave - Married
Betsy & Sam - Married
Val & Dan - Engaged
Karen & Don - Engaged
Meg & Bob - Engaged
Janey & Stu - Pinned
Cindie & Scoff - Pinned
Pam & Jeff - Lavaliered

* Vi Spaghetti - V2 Lasagna

•CORNED BEEF
• ROAST BEEF
•SUPER
HAMBURG
• BAR B Q BEEF

something
different

• • • • • • •
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• • •
FREE-FREE
3 PAIR
EARRINGS

•Sandwiches
{with sup)
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have brought with tham many changes, including tho construction of many
now buildings oast of this area.

BGSU: remembering the way it was
* from page 4
"We had the chairs
against the walls and right
next to each other But by
the time my students got in.
. there wasn't room for me. 1
had to move my chair to the
doorway, and teach from
there," she said, laughing
WHILE classes were held
in the Armory, the faculty
was kept busy also teaching
three mornings a week at an
extension in Toledo Dr.
McCain said the faculty
members took a trolley car
from Bowling Green to
Toledo since none of them
'had cars
' "One morning I walked to
the trolley car stop and
found Dr Overman waiting
He looked very tired and his
eyes were half-closed. He
turned to me and asked,
Rea. are we still going, or
are we going again''' I
answered. Still.' We had the
, feeling it was a continuous
cycle," Dr McCain said
Bowling Green State
Normal School was started
i as a two-year program for
teacher-training. "At the
• time, no one thought it would
be anything but a two-year
institution.'' said Dr.
Overman.
Dr. McCain added. When
we had our first 1.000. we
thought it incredibly large."
' During the first academic
year. 304 students were
enrolled, only 58 of whom
were men On July 29.1915. a
diploma
in
elementary
education was presented to
the 35 students in the first
graduating class
SUMMER school that first
vear was held in what is now
the administration building
' for Bowling Green public
schools. And a filling station
at the corner of Prospect
and Wooster streets has
' taken the place of the old
Methodist Church that once

served as the school's
chapel
In the summer of 1915.
Williams Hall, a women's
dormitory, was opened The
Administration Bldg.
(University Hall)
was
completed in the fall.
Dr Homer B. Williams
was the first president of
Bowling
Green.
"Dr.
Williams was a Methodist
and quite conservative, but
from the start he permitted
dancing on campus. The
townspeople thought that
was terrible." said Dr.
Overman.
Both Dr Overman and Dr.
McCain agreed
that
President Williams "laid a
very fine foundation for
Bowling Green."

go into engineering, but
there were no jobs."
He said although he
enjoyed teaching, he was
drawn into administrative
work from the start
Dr. McCain said she went
into teaching because "my
parents expected me to."
"I think education has
probably changed more
since I've retired than it did
in my time." said Dr.
Overman. "The biggest
change in my time was that
of going from a small
normal school to a
university.
"There's no question there
has been a change in the
average college student
Today's students are more
mature, more interested in
public affairs, and more
independent." he said

Green. Dr McCain taught in
a one-room country school
and at high schools in
Lebanon and Fremont
In addition to her work in
Bowling Green's English
department. Dr. McCain
supervised speech until 1919
and worked as the drama
coach until 1940.
DR. OVERMAN retired
from the University in 1956
after a multi-faceted career.
He was the first faculty
member
hired,
first
librarian, first chairman of
the
mathematics
department, first dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, first
dean of men, first registrar,
first advisor to The Key and
first dean of faculties
(provost).

'Everybody knew
everybody else'
- Dr. Rea McCain
Dr. McCain said during
her first years at Bowling
Green, "everybody knew
everybody else." She said
faculty members
often
taught as many as 20 course
hours a week, and then
taught two evenings as well
at the extension.
"WE WORKED hard, but
why not?" she asked.
Smiling
as
she
remembered. Dr McCain
said. "The faculty always
went to all the football
games." and with twinkling
eyes, she confided. "They
needed us to fill up the
benches."
Dr. McCain retired from
the University in 1953. and
then taught for six and a half
years at Bishop College in
Texas
Before beginning her
teaching career in Bowling

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chope
Fall Course Family
Dianer
U VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tact, thru Sal.
7:11-1
Saadayi 7:M - 7:M

Dr. Overman also edited
the University catalogues
from 1914 to 1948 IV wrote
10 mathematics textbooks,
and a history of Bowling
Green State University.
Before coming to Bowling
Green. Dr. Overman taught
at schools in Indiana and
New York.
In 1960. Overman Hall was
named in honor of Dr.
Overman's contributions to
Bowling Green.
"I HAD never expected to
teach," said Dr. Overman.
"When
I
was
an
undergraduate, I expected to

DR. OVERMAN added he
thought it was good that
today's students are more
politically aware. He said
when he first came to
Bowling Green "it was a
one-man institution" run by
the president. Neither the
faculty nor the students had
any authority.
He said today's students
should play an active role in
governing the University.
But he warned, "We have a
tendency in this country to
go to extremes When we
correct one evil, we go too
far in the opposite direction.
That's the danger."
Dr. McCain agreed that
students should be involved
in University policy-making.
"From the students'
goodwill comes any good
that can be accomplished."
she said.

Sleek Fitting
BODY ROMPERS
Animals and flowers are
woven into a long sleeve
placket front body romper
with an adjustable snap
crotch.
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We've had a very success
ful year with this unheard
of Subaru of a year ago.
It has performed over
beyond our expectations.
We encourage you to stop
in and look at the list of
Subaru owners that is
posted in our showroom
Call one or more and get
their opinion of our little
giant. How does that
"grab" you for confidence
in a product?
The recent Excise Tax
Repeal has made it pos
sible for us- to deliver a
brand new Subaru 2 dr
FULLY EQUIPPED for
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with only local tax and
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included.
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have liked to see Bowling
Green remain a small
institution with a student
body of between 5,000 and
6.000 A small institution is
conducive to more personal
contact between faculty and
students But for a state
institution.
that's
impossible. There's no way
out; state institutions have
to grow."
Dr. McCain said she
thought one third of the
people now in college don't
belong there "It would be
better for them and the
University if they weren't
enrolled." she said.
"College
isn't
for
everyone; nor should it be
But people who are in

Pontiac
N. Dixie Hwy., B.G.
Ph. 353 5151

college for no real purpose
lower the value of the
degree." she said
That's the way Bowling
Green was, and that's the
way things seem today to
two people who were with
the University from the
start.
Many things are
different now. but some
things never change.
THE
LIME green.
fastback Mustang screeched
to a stop at the curb, and the
long-haired passenger
hoisted out his duffel bag
"That's it.' said the
driver "That's BGSU "
The prospective student
threw the duffel bag over his
shoulder, nodded, and said.
"Oh"

STARTS TODAY!!

Casual Slacks
$

299

All Styles and Sizes
including Denims

with

Reason'' Simple . ..

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

25c

"THAT IS the true
purpose of education, and
everything else is just
publicity." she said
"One shouldn't prepare
too narrowly for things as
they are now,' said Dr.
Overman
"These things
change. Prepare broadly for
life." he suggested
Dr. McCain, who was one
of the two women on the
original faculty, said she
never thought she was
discriminated against

FRONT ENGINE
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

s

1H 1 MAM ST.

because she was a woman
She said charges of
discrimination
were
probably more correctly
termed
"irritability of
personality."
Dr. McCain and Dr.
Overman both agree on the
desirability of small
colleges Dr McCain said at
small colleges "the student
develops as a person
foremost."
Dr Overman said large
universities have many
advantages, such as a
greater variety in the
number of courses offered
and access to more
material

you virtually eliminate
this problem.

Machine washable 100%
triacetate fabric in
assorted colors.
SIZES S-M-L

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

However. Dr McCain also
added. Right now it's too
much politics It has to be
give and lake on both sides
If you recognize thai, the
process becomea graceful,
unconscious and useful
When you set up loo many
rules, you run into the
complications.
"A college education is as
good or as bad as the
combination of personalities
in the facility and student
body Since the time of the
Greeks, (he purpose of
education had remained
fundamentally the same: to
develop
the
whole
personality the said.
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Careers in medicine: a wide range
Editor* Nolc: The followtai ii Ibr lie.I article la a larecaart lertct oa career opportualtlrs la Ike keallk field.
Career opportunities for persons interested in
medicine, yet not anxious (o become doctors or nurses,
range all the way from dental hygienists to recreational
therapists.
A dental hygienist must complete a two-year program
with emphases on health and science or receive a
bachelors degree
A special training course in dental care, cleaning teeth
and x-ray technique, or a masters degree, is required.
Short supply field/masters candidates can move into
teaching, administrative and public health jobs
JOBS ARE available in private dental offices, schools.

Happy Birthday
Alpha Phi

hospitals or public health programs.
A state board examination is required.
A medical lab technician needs courses in biology,
chemistry and bio-chemistry. Either two or three years
at a university or a bachelor of science degree is
required.

COURSES in hospital administration are also offered.
An administrator may supervise and direct hospital
programs and staff or see that ample facilities,
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JOBS ARE avaUable
in hospitals,
psychiatric
institutions, nursing homes, rehabilitation centers and
agencies for the crippled, blind and aged.
A psychiatrist social worker aide needs a bachelor of
science degree with emphasis in psychology and one of
the biological sciences, statistics and sociology
Jobs are available in hospitals, mental health or child
guidance clinics, health departments, rehabilitation
centers or government services.
A medical social worker aide must have a bachelors
degree with emphasis in sociology, psychology, statistics
and biology.
Excellent job opportunities exist in data collection and
interpretation.
A masters in social work is required for both
psychiatric and medical social worker aides desiring
employment advancement.
A medical secretary must complete a two-year
secretarial course, in addition to taking courses in
science. Or he may receive a bachelors degree in
secretarial administration.
Supervisory roles in larger offices are available. Other
jobs may be obtained in hospitals, private physicians'
offices, clinics, health agencies and drug firms.

Sciences or a bachelor of science degree in the College of
Education. Some background in psychology is desirable.
A
two-year interdisciplinary
graduate
program
including practicums and internships is required.
Activities would include counseling disabled or
handicapped persons and assisting individuals with
career potential and development.
Jobs are available in state and local rehabilitation
agencies, private and public institutions, sheltered
workshops and veterans' hospitals.
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SPECIALS AVAILABLE AT
GRAY'S STADIUM PLAZA

THE CO BETWEEN

STORE ONLY
1616 E. BOOSTER ST.

is A bRilliANT filtvi
STATURE!"

LOWER DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY
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IF YOU UKED DIRTY MAW YOU 11 [OVE SHAFT'

VICK'S
COUGH SYRUP

a 6 of. Aaiotol

Thursday Fed 17.1972
Christian Science Tesllmoelal Meeting. Pratt Chapel.
4 30pm

■

20

B
76

DOWN
1 Word with h er
or him.
2 Baby's bed.
3 Counteracting
poison.
4 Cheer.
5 Thorough* or
6 Lighting fixlu re.
7 Round object

8 Help!
9 Withdraws (. rmally.
10 Parking

7?

i.a*

Sailing Club. 24* Overman Hall. 7 30 pm
sailing lessons Open to all Interested people

Beginners

BGSU Fencing Club, South Gym. Women's Bldg. 7 pm
Practice Welcome Io all interested

•AVI

MORI

University Karate Club. 74 pm. Forum. Student Services
Bldg Open to all Interested men and women

DRISTAN
NASAL MIST
Lost black wallet Can keep
money Call Karl at 3724441

RIDES
Ride needed to Kent Fri
Feb II. Will shareeipenses

Call 352-nx
Ride needed to Chicago land
back-, this weekend Will
pay. Patty 372-5727
Girls need ride to Ft
Lauderdale Will share!Call
352-72M

SHAFT* hb name SHAFT, hh game

Ride needed to Denver. Col
spring break Will drive pay,
sing and or dance Call
Harvey Wallbanger 342-7122

WI1H RICHARD R0UNDTREI

MGM $j) MET
SOON - 'GODFATHER

HELP WANTED

HEY STUDENTS! MIDNIGHT SHOW2 BIG NIGHTS - FRI & SAT. FEB. 25, 26
All SEATS $2.00 - BO. OPEN 10:45

BRECK BASIC
CONDITIONER

JERGEN'S
SKIN LOTION
• 9 ■ OUNCE

AUD. OWN 11:30 - SHOW STARTS MIDNITI

S *
GILLETTE
RAZOR BLADES

S0FTIQUE
BATH OIL BEADS
a 17 OUNCE

59*

•AVll

Specials Thru Sun.. Feb. 20. 1972

Rights to Limit Quantities

Phi Mu HOPE Marathon
Auditions Need good talent
241M rvmings between 6 4
I (or nlormstion
Girl interested in modeling,
some experience phone 3725M7

Mother's helper needed by
faculty couple, child Lt
hswk 2 pm thru dinner Must
have car Ref Call after 2:
353 9322

MASK
New organisation
different experience, 3440411.74pm

WANTED
SUPER STAINLESS

PalU. Matthew A Jude want
their book back please'
FOUND IN JOE E
BROWN'' Great sentimental
value Call Jude at 2-3134

New Orientation Leader
Interviews Feb 22 - March
2. Sign up in 405 SS before
then

Part-time sec lor dictation
4 typing Call MAP Corp
Mr Dunn 3524176

F

through Literature I Kenneth
Rothrockl; Studio Course in
SUvcrsmithing |J. Lev an
HUT). World Energy It
Power Crisis (Powers
Lusel. Women through the
Arts i Nancy Steppl.
Introduction to AfroAmerican Studies. Jan.
Black Root*.

Barmaid Fri 4 Sat
Johnny's Lounge. 115 E
Court

■C01M<

Wasted to buy drums Call: 371-1117

SENIOR CHALLENGE
Not a mircle,
but
an
opportunity for you to be a
contributing
factor
in
Bowling Green's progress

Largest inventory of new 4
ssed furniture In this area
Haw's Used Puraituie 4
Antiques Corner Ri 13 sad
Bay* Rd . Ruingsun. Oka*

rTUUONALS
These Experimental Studies
seminar are still open
Abraham Maalow (Trevor
Philip* I. Challenge* la
Music Journalism (Oliver
Chamherlani). ExpertinesU
la Musical Composition
(Wallace
DePee):
Molecular Genetics (James
D. Graham). A Radical
Critifet of Capitalism (M.
Nell Browse): Sociology

51 "What's
for
me?": 2 words.

boxt i.

11 Island in the
Firth of Clyt e.

52 Teaspoons:
Abbr.

12 Way of
reatoning.
U Inclined i io >

'
"

6

7

8

I

54 Do a farm job.

55 C.ovt. agency.

1

H

10

•
:
"
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37

33

1

n
34
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■
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1

24
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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BEYOND THE ORDINARY
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON
at
THE
WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER 515 fonnesul

Campus Crusade for ChrUt, Faculty Lounge. Uslon. 7 pm

a Regular ol Unscented

HaJTANDPIXIND

SUPEfcHOftrtowMAf

1

1"

17

Ave beside Uie tracks 362.
9603

o15cc

(D^"

ft,

14

31 Give, a false
alarm: 2 words.
32 Shortly.
33 Over there: Poet.
36 Attorney: Abbr.
38 Disrobe.
39 Necessity.
40 Certain stewed
dishes.
41 Circa.
42 Cards.
44 Rascal.
45 Having rounded
projections.
46 Became active.
49 Slight.

.

34 Footnote abl >reviatlon.
35 Careless.
36 Florence's ri ver.
37 Record: Abl >r.
38 Consolidatio
42 Patella area
43 Extend undt r.
44 Canard.
47 Ilium and ot
48 Craven fello w.
4

30 Clrl in uniform.

61 Afternoons:
Abbr.

28 Native metal

3

-lab.

CLaSSIFIED mm

CAMPUS CALENDAR

THE qO-bETWEEN

Better than.
Defense mate
Fashions.
Al all.
Rapid pace:
Colloq.
59 Importune.
60 Letters.

PH. 352-7248

of cUssic

doMilMIC l,HAHll V

■mi

53
54
56
57
58

26 Marble.

2

11 Rcviici
22 Young salnon.
24 Plant yielding
blue dye.
25 International
political policy.
26 Agitate.
27 Goddess of
youth.

50 To

29 Radar iilind II
2 words.
31 Coral reef t n
a mainland.

PUZZLE

71 Oil Fniuf nCjw p

49 Ecuador's
neighbor.

25 Rhythm

1

Now Ev* 7 IS" 9:251-Satft Sun .-2:20.4:35, 7:15. 9:30

'^

21 Part of a al lip.
22 Henri Pbili »pe
of France.
23 Turn.

required.
According to the Placement Office, there is a very
short supply of trained personnel in this area.
Opportunities exist for administrative positions in
hospitals and other institutions, agencies and colleges or
private practices.

STUDENTS
planning
to
work
as vocational
rehabilitation counselors are advised to work toward a
bachelor of arts degree in the College of Arts and

\*V, HIGHEST RATING!'

20 Washington
initial*.

chemistry
Hospital field experience in menu planning and food
service plus a course in dietetics are required.
Dieticians may advance to administrative posts or
teaching positions.
Jobs are available in hospitals, government service,
colleges and universities.
A recreational therapist must have a bachelors degree
in recreation, physical education, health or psychology
with a minor in a related area. A masters degree is also

Students interested in hospital administration must
have a bachelors degree with emphasis in management,
public administration and health and sciences.

$1.00

16 Baaeball ler m.
17 Flexibility.
19 Freight.

Jobs are also available in hospitals, private physicians'
laboratories, clinics, the armed services and health
agencies.

THEATKf

15 Mlalare.

STUDENTS interested in medical dietetics need a
bachelor of science degree in nutrition or home
economics, with emphasis on foods, nutrition and

ENDS TONIGHT: "DRIVE. HE SAID" at 7:20. 9 25

100 YEARS YOUNG

< ,,[.'

ACROSS
Wound mar k,
Four-po.ter.
Tonsure are 1.
Singer Berg er.

1
5
9
14

equipment and services are available.
Jobs are available in private, government or military
hospitals and public health agencies.

Possibilities exist for jobs in teaching or administrative
and supervisory areas.

HHOHQH

c ROSSWOI

DAILY

Are jobs scare in your field'
Consider flyatg The Air
Force ROTC 2-year
program. Call 371-2176
Engaged' Need a portrait"
Call Hager Studio SSJ-iaej
Cycles Unlimited for the
ftaest la cornplete custom 4
psmi work. All kike
repaired.
Parts
It
500 I seen a*

Alpha Chi pledges, you're
the greatest Thanks for uie
Valentines Day breakfast A
ChiOs
Phi Psi's
Didn't
know
actives were so active Way
to "suck It "on the rock Phi
Psl pledges
DZ's and ZBT's Our booth
really hit
the bullseye
Congrats on a)ob well done
PhlTaus

Congratulations to Scott and
Cyndie on their ATO-DG
pinning The Brothers

RgOCK
N' ROLLER
BROKE1 Hagstrom bass
and fender bassman amp
CIS for both Will haul'
Call Earl 362-7W3
RARE WW1 Officers coat
First t» l'h 362 7210
1119
Panasonic I
track
player M0 tapes included
3617371
Bass guitar - Gibson E13-2
hollow body Boi 131 BG 364-

tan

Famous maker cotton pants
solids 4
strips 14.49
icompare at ty si- Thurs.
Fn Sat al Lasalle's

GRETSCH
Country
Gentleman Elect Gull 1150
Bruce 509 watt amp with 215' JBL fully featured MS0
3534525

Hey. Big Brothers Hank and
Walt - good luck on uie
alleys! Your "screaming
Littles Sally and Jackie

'70 VW. emerald green,
under-coating, radio, rear
window defroster, good
urn. 15.000 ml El cond 1
owner 11450. 352-7304

Claudia: It was worth
waiting to find you as my
big. UtbSharon

1961 Rambler, in good
condition, call before 7 pm
352-9301

Little Sue. It really is "All
in the Family"! Congrats dh
your Alpha Slg lavalier
Alpha Gam love. Anne

GOING SOUTH SPRING
BREAK' 67 Olds Cutlass,
convert, good cond. air cond
blue. M25 Call J52-0S92

Jackie, this is your day
Happy Birthday, your Big.
Vicky

Apt needs F OWN ROOM
MARCH FREE 3524627

SCOTT - so glad you're my
big Am having a helluva
good Ume. love S1NEA

WANTED
1 F-male to
sublease Spring and'or
Summer 165 mo Call 352

Leslie you made a BIG deal
out ol being my sponsor •
courage and Chi O Love Lit
LitUe El

2 men needed Spring Qtr
Was 66 mo now 50, mo Call
We* or Doug 3524753

FO*. SALE O* RENT

1 female roommate needed
for Spring Close to campus
Call 3520*9

Famous maker interlock
cotton
knit
lops
13 49
(compare at 154*> Thurs.
Fri. Sat at Lasalle's

Food coupons for
cheap Call 3724663

sale

I'i42' trailer and l'i*
storage abed Situated on
large lot with garden area.
Ideal for students or
married couple. Call before
7 pm 3414301
Maple bdrm suite, double
bed w bos springs mattress
S A 4 drawer dressers with
mirror, sight stand,
matching 3 drawer desk 4
chair. I yr* old, (15*. 1
maple twin beds. OH Ping
soag table JX Ph 3444701
eflerSpm
Goya I2-strasg with
case: mellow, MM

hard

CAMPUS MANOR - behind
Barger Chef for the finest in
campus living Furnished
complete, full »ecurlty
system PARKING, SHOPS.
CLASSROOMS,
DOWNTOWN all at your
trost door Ph 3414102 or
552.73*5 alter *pm
Apartment and rooms, near
campus. Summer or Fall,
phase 341-73*4
I M. rmate Sprg 4 Sum
WinthropN *55.mo 5*24*7*
1 female roommate seeded
Spring Quarter. 147 50 rest.
3 blocks from campus, call
3424*17
2 P r mates seeded lor
Sprxsg-WsMeropS 3*2-71*9
W 4 S or to swsset

fumaptforSu Call 362-563*.
$5250 mo
UREENV1EW APTS renting
for Fall 1 L 2 odrm apis »I
12 mos lease* Pool, rac &
laundry rooms Ol roast '
Serious
but
swinging
management See Big Joan
24pm. 352-1195
Student I faculty 3 brl bath.
2 hr-lH bath. 3 br-2 bath
|IM and up Call Pendleton
Realty 353 3641
Eitra nice, large, 2 bedroom
apts. E Merry Dr. 170 per
student, phone 352-73*4

CAMPUS MANOR - behind
Burger Chef for the finest in
campus living Furnished
complete, full security
system PARKING, SHOPS.
CLASSROOMS.
DOWNTOWN all al your
front door Pb 3524302 or
352.7365 after 6 pm
North Grove Apartments. '
two bedroom townhouse.
singles or families, pet
accepted,
immediate
occupancy 353-54*!
Now leasing 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Spring.
Summer. Fall, low rate*. 9
month leases
Pendleton
Realty Co 343-3*41
F roommate needed Spring
call 35246M
Need 1. 2 or 3 female rmaies Spring Qtr M5 per
month each 35243*5
Preferred Properties offer*
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
w/eschuive IDs Club and
Cherrywood Rec
Cenler
Model open 7 days a wk 44
Moo Fri I 5 Sal and Sun
Napoleon Rd Phone 3&2437I
orW-TJH

F roommate aeedet)
immediately MARCH
FREE call 5534*14
M roommate wasted for Spr
and or Sum
One bedroom famished
couples or singles available
March 1 call 3514431 part
utilities paid
Urgenuy needed F to share
house now sad Sp Own bdr.
H4 a mo. 441-5*41
I F rate wanted Sp. Qu)
Real R7 50 per mo Call att-

Male roommate ededSpr
Qtr. Oossst apt available to
campus 4*0 month call 3527J2*
1 P r mate needed See. Qtr.
caU4U-7»3

Ih. M N.wi. ThurKJoy, Uiwy 17, 197JItmf 7

Sadat stresses
weaponry need
CAIRO <AP)- President
Anwar Sadat declared
yoterday that Egypt must
"accumulate sophisticated
arms" for the battle with
Israel.
He told a special meeting
of the national congress of
the ruling Arab Socialist
Union that the need for
developing
sophisticated
weapons was due to "the
dangerous
escalation
imposed by the United

China trip
WBGU-TV channel 70
will broadcast a 90minute special tonight
at 7 on President
Richard
Nixon's
departure
to
Communist China
"The
President
Departs." featuring
PBS reporter Robert
McNeil, will include an
interview with China
expert Theodore White
who is accompaning
President
Nixon to
China and documentary
by White. "China: A
Revolution Revisited "

States and Israel on the
coming battle."
Presumably,
the
sophisticated weapons he
spoke of would come from
the Soviet Union, Egypt's
main supplier of arms. He,
did not spell this out but said
his visit to Moscow earlier
this month was a great
success.
SADAT EXTLAINED that
results of the Moscow visit
would not be discussed until
a secret meeting of the
congress, which is in session
for the first time in seven
months.
Sadat ignored in his 75
minute address an Israeli
acceptance recently to close
proximity talks with Egypt
toward reopening of the Suez
Canal.
Soviet Defense Minister
Marshall Andrei Grechko is
due in Cairo, and sources
here said he will arrive
Friday. That is the same day
the United
Nations
announced in New York that
its special Middle East
mediator. Gunnar Jarring,
will reach Cairo.
A U.N. spokesman in New
York said Jarring would hold
high-level talks, and said a
Jarring visit to Israel was
not in the cards now.

Oriental language petition

Student
court

Members of the student Traffic Court listen as a student
attorney presents his case for the plaintiff The tourt convenes
to hear grievances involving students and Parking Services.

PI'D BAl. Vietnam (APlBulldozers are busy making
junk out of equipment the
U S Army says is not worth
keeping and too expensive to
giveaway
I'ere on a muddy hill the
ebbing American military
presence has left dunes of
crushed desks, lockers, air-

British blackout critica
electricity cuts came to an
end and its members
promised to recommend a
pay settlement by Friday
If accepted by the
government's t'oal Board
and the union, an end could
come by the weekend to
Britain's worst blackout
since the blitz in World War
II.

HURT plans collection
of old telephone books
KURT. Inc
(Help Us
Recycle Trash l will conduct
a drive Feb. 19-26 to collect
1971 telephone directories for
recycling.
New directories for 1972
are being mailed to
customers this week by the
Northern Ohio Telephone
Co., which is cooperating
with HURT in the drive The
1972 directories become
effective Feb. 19
Collection areas for out-ofuse telephone books will be
located in all Bowling Green
banks, grocery stores, public
schools and the Northern
Ohio Telephone Co.
HURT officials said old

telephone directories from
other communities and
faculty-student directories
from the University will also
be accepted

All hope of averting a total
shutdown of Britain's coalfueled electric power plants
within the next two weeks
rested on the success of the
three-man inquiry headed by
Lord Wilberforce. a former
High Court judge
His panel originally had
been expected to take 15
days before suggesting a
way out of the power crisis
that threatens in close
British industry and throw 20
million men out of work by
the end of the month
But it finished its hearings
after only two days, split
evenly between the striking
miners and the state-run
Coal Board.

ALPHA CHI'S Hope
Their Sweethearts
Enjoyed Their
Musical Valentines

conditioners, refrigerators,
bunks, steam tables and
other paraphernalia of
modern war-some 3.000 tons
of metal alone.
Before the bulldozer
strikes, much of the equipment is battered but usable.
A small amount is new
But most of the metal
here-and at seven other
Army property disposal
facilities in Vietnam-will be
sold for scrap at prices ranging from $4 a ton for light
iron and steel to $100 a ton
for aluminum.

u.
A.
O.

IT IS EASY to be shocked
at the waste, but not so easy
to advance a solution to this
irony of wartime economic!
the property disposal agency
says the only items legally
consigned to the scrap heap
are those it would cost more
to dispose of in any other
way.
Most of the incoming
equipment has been so
judged, says Warren S.
Everett, the agency's deputy
director in Vietnam.
But much of it has served
U.S. units until dumping

Vietnamese interest in
American castoffs is evidenced by occasional
attempts to steal from the
I 'iiu Bai facility.
The disposal men are
bound on one hand by red
tape designed to prevent
corruption, and pressed on
the other by a work load that
has doubled in the last month.

TOBOGGANING TRIP

yy9 W ^ui i
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Fashion tun ind gamis nan with a vary uccfsstul tpoMslai
The English mot tits one on in soft going glove with a supti
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1

/2 OFF ON ENTIRE
WINTER STOCK
* Dresses

* Hot Pants

■&

* Slacks
* Boots

\>t\

Somewhat less on other items

518 E. W00STER
STREET

interviews will be held
FEB. 22 - MAR. 2
SIGN UP IN 405 $S ANYTIME
REFORE THEN.

RIPPED OFF!!!

Sign-up in U.AO. Office

WE LOVE OUR
DEBS
THE BROTHERS DEL TA UPSILON

at the

fltftlt ®l(U JflRusic flioppe
138 N. MAIN

A Good Guitar
(with ffroo chord
book and pkk)

Only $10 down. $5 per month
(plot ton)

CANTERBURY INN (C.I.)

SALE ENDS FEB. 29th
Dropins-n
352-0170

Thurs. nite special

3 for 1 and 2 for 1
plus — LIVE BAND

2 for 1 — plus LIVE BAND

H1PP1...

with a jolly good sport

NEW ORIENTATION
PROGRAM. NEEDS NEW
LEADERS

$4.00

FRI. and SAT. NITES

' Coats

Dr. Chen said he sees the
growing relationship with
Japan and China as a reason
for offering corresponding
language courses "An Asian
Studies Program without a
language
is without
substance." he said.

You won't be

WEEKEND SPECIAL"

A

^.

DR. CHEN said the
persons who responded hold
masters degrees in English
and have experience In
teaching
Japanese to
persons speaking English.
"For a limited amount of
money, I think it could be
arranged for a Japanese
student to work on his
doctorate in English and
teach Japanese on a parttime basis." said Dr. Chen.

IRISH HILLS. MICH.
Feb. 21

"WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

NIKI'S BOOTERY J

EpP^

HOWEVER, hiring an
oriental language instructor
is one of several requests
being considered by the
Academic Council
Dr. George Korton.
assistant dean of the College
of Education, said program
priorities were discussed at
yesterday's council meeting,
but no funding/recommendations
were
established
According to Dr. Edward
Chen, assistant professor of
history,
the Concerned
Students for Asian Studies
committee is working to win
priority for the oriental
language course.
In response to personal
letters. Dr
Chen has
received four applications
from Japanese graduate

students interested In
applying for a teaching
fellowship with the Asian
Studies Program here.

time and could be put to use
by the Vietnamese, who
patch up anything from roofs
to automobiles with an
adeptness born of necessity.

••••••••••••••••••••a

NOW FEATURED AT

STADIUM PLAZA
CENTER

Eriksen supported the
rationale of the petition.

Army junks equipment

Nearly 3 million jobless

LONDON (API-The toll of
jobless approached three
million yesterday because of
the power crisis Britons
were told to expect even
more hours without lights
and heat.
But a bright spot
appeared An independent
inquiry into the coal miners'
strike that has forced

Several persons interested
in adding an oriental
language course to the Asian
Studies program recently
petitioned Dr. John Eriksen.
dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, requesting the
University hire a language
instructor.
Mara Pinto, senior (A4S),
a member of Concerned
Students for Asian Studies,
said the purpose of the
petition is to show student
support for an oriental
language course.
The paper states "the
study of the Japanese and
the Chinese languages is
essential to the Asian
Studies Program, as well as
conducive
to
the
University's purpose of
education and cultural
exchange."
Ms
Pinto said Dean

PAPERBACK

SALE
HALF PRICE
$.10 TO $2.00
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
LEASING SEPT. 15th
JUNE 15th
Second & Third Floor at
521 E. Merry - $65 Each Student
Lower Floor 521 E. Merry
$55 Each Student
Apts. at 1470 & 1490 Clough St.
$55 Each Student
Apt. 824 6th St. - $50 Each Student
Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month
Each Apartment Includes:
Two Bedrooms
Carpeted and drapes
Approximately 31 feat ol storage
Coppertone stove and matching refrigerator
Separate an conditioning and heating system
Gas. water, sewage furnished
Four persons each apartment
All buildings ace new
located three blocks from campus

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381 or 352-5161

tmf I/1U M N«w», Thunday, fabrvary 17, 1972

Close doesn't count in basketball games
By JACK CARLE
"Wc did everything we
wanted to do bat when tbe
boner weat off they just
happened to be ahead," Mid
coach Pat Haley after last
night's one-point defeat, 7574, by Western Michigan.

The Falcons went into tbe
game coming off two road
performances which saw
them shoot less than 30 per
cent from the field, but In
the sweet confines of Anderson Arena BG played better
than their record indicated.
But Bowling Green ran
into sharp-shooting guard

Earnest Pettis who hit
nothing but rope all night
long. He ended the game
with 33 points, including the
game-winning basket. Pettis
was 15 of 25 from the field,
with eight of 11 first half.
FOR A WHILE it looked
like the shoot-out at the OK
Corral as Pettis and BG's

whom had been a thorn in
BG's side in the first meeting between the teams.
Steele had 26 the first time
but only six last night
Washington had 19 at Western but managed only 12
last night
Bob Hotaling regained the
form that made him Mid-

Brian Scanlan hit the first
six points for their teams.
Scanlan was seven of eight
from the field in the first
half and finished the game
with 28 points, including 12 of
17 from the field.
The Falcons kept under
control Chuck Washington
and Mike Steele, both of

Frosh ride Broncs to 91-77 win
By KENNY WHITE
Sporti Writer
Paced
by
Jeff
Montgomery's second-half
splurge, the BG yearlings
corralled the Broncos'
freshmen 91-77 in last night's
freshman action at "Haley's
House of Thrills".
Montgomery got the
"Orange Machine" clicking
as he ripped the nets for 16
second-half markers. His
total output for the first half
was three points. The sharpshooting guard played the
role of the play-maker, as he
tried to establish an inside
game against the tall
Broncos.
Throughout the first half,
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the game was as close as a
injector blade shave. The
two teams kept exchanging
baskets, and as the buzzer
sounded to end the half, the
frosh took a 45-42 lead into
the locker room.
COACH
IVORY
Suesberry, decided to switch
his offense back to the
outside, because the Broncos
were shutting the potent BG
attack off. "Montgomery did
a good job of breaking their
press; he ran the offense and
his hot streak was just what
we needed," Suesberry said.
Jeff finished the game with
20 points.
Other top performers in
the game were Ron Weber

and Dick Selgo, who both hit
the cords for 20 points. These
two players pulled down
some important rebounds
that helped to snuff out
Bronco rallies.
Skip Howard celebrated
his birthday by giving a
strong performance in the
pivot. Tbe "Dayton
Cornstalk" canoed 13 points

and pulled down 14 rebounds.
Cornelius "The Magician"
Cash saw much of the game
from the bench after getting
into foul trouble. He scored
10 markers and had 14
rebounds
Dave Turner again came
off the bench and supplied
the spark that kept the frosh
in the game in tbe first half

Turner, fouled out the game
with 12 points and 5
rebounds.
Now with their second
league victory under their
belts, the "Merry Men" will
renew old acquaintences
with the Toledo frosh this
Saturday in a 5:30 shoot out
at "Haley's Palace of
Thrills-

Ortlip
Assistant Sports Editor
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leers vs. weekend
It looks as though the Falcon icers might be up against
something other than the Ohio State Buckeyes Friday in that
crucial Central Collegiate Hockey Association match at the
Ice Arena
With the three-day weekend approaching, it might be that
many Falcon fans will use the time to get out of good ole BG
and seek refuge elsewhere while their beloved club tries to
gain some revenge.
At least it looked that way yesterday around noon-time
when I called the ticket office to get an update on the
advanced sales. After Ohio Slate dealt the Falcons an
embarrassing 2-1 defeat Jan. 15 before the second largest
crowd in Ire Arena history (3,622). I figured the "enraged"
following might try to knock down the building to get in the
next time the two clubs met.
BUT APPARENTLY this won't be the case There were
still better than a thousand tickets remaining for Friday's
battle. The two teams go to Columbus to conclude the series
Saturday. Perhaps I'm expecting too much, but considering
the intense rivalry these two teams have. well...the last time
they played, the game was a complete sellout only 12 hours
after the ticket offices were opened
It hardly seems fathomable a repeat of the stunning upset
could happen again to the Falcons They went into that one
suffering from an extreme case of cockiness, similar to the
"we don't have to play, just show up" syndrome
Bowling Green losing to anyone at home is almost unheard
of. But losing to Ohio State at home is pure insanity. Ohio
State has to pull ■,ut all the stops to even get by basementdwelling Ohio University when the two teams play in Athens
PS.--Oil's only win this season is against Ohio State in
Athens.
NOT TO PUT undue pressure on anyone, but what I'm
saying is this If Bowling Green can't knock the stuffings out
of the Buckeyes at home Friday, they're hardly the caliber
team many seem to think they are.
Even if they won't have Ted Sator and Tom Sheehan.
whore trying out for the US. team in the World University
Games in New York, the Falcons should only need to win a
battle with their psyches for this one. Considering what's at
stake it shouldn't be hard
To update the CCHA race, the St Louis team plays at Ohio
U this weekend where it should pick up two wins, to make a
7-3 record Should BG split with OSU. the Falcons would also
have a 7-3 mark
THAT WOULD set the scene for a hum-dinger of a seasonending series between BG and St Louis at the Ice Arena
Assuming both clubs take a 7-3 record into the clashes. BG
would almost have to sweep the Billikens for the CCHA title.
A split would give both teams 8-4 records and the tie would
be broken by the number of goals each club has scored
against each other The Bills will take a 15-11 edge in goals
into the last weekend. Feb. 25-26
That first place spot will be all-important for the CCHA
post season tournament the following week. Team 1 will play
Ohio U in the preliminanes-which is almost the same as
drawing a bye Meanwhile. Teams 2 and 3 will square offand that ain't gonna be any bye for certain
Well, they did it. The hoped-for entourage which would
follow the Falcons to St Louis for the CCHA Playoffs, is a
reality
Spearheaded by Connie Casseday. Pat Habluetzel and the
hockey cheerleaders. 46 Falcon fanatics will leave BG early
March 3 in a chartered Greyhound bus and root the club on to
a championship- amung other things. I'm sure.
So far, there's just one problem. A total of 53 were
inadvertantly signed up and the bus. naturally, only holds 46
If the first 46 don't come through with the cash, the extra
seven will get consideration.
CONNIE SAID the trip will cost $20 {both ways). The
contingent will be staying in a hotel within walking distance
of St. Louis Arena. Rooms are $13.50 single. 816.50 double and
$19.50 for four-nut a bad deal at all. BG students are also
getting a buck knocked off the ticket prices for the meet
from $2.50 to $1.50 per session.
"Some of the players said we'd never pull it off." said
Connie. "When they asked me how many we finally got and 1
said '5J', they just did a double take. They couldn't believe
it."
A "halt-off" gesture to Connie. Pat and the girls The little
added support won't hurt the Falcons in the least

In the final minute, Scanlan hit a 14-foot jumper to
put BG abead by two, 74-72,
but Pettis came back and hit
a foul shot to put the Broncos
to within one 74-73.
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Block.'
by Western Mkfcsjan's 4VS'
Wot torn won 75-74.

Sink rates world status
ByJIMFERSTLE
How does it feel to beat the
No. I ranked miler in the
world? Ask Sid Sink.
Bowling Green's American
steeplechase recordholder.
Although losing to his
"idol," George Young. Sink
managed to outkick miler
Marty Liquori in the last lap
to take second in the USTFK
indoor championships at
Houston in 8:29.6.
All-American
Dave
Wottle. who won the mile in
4:03.7, will get his chance at
Liquori when he and Sink
travel to New York for the
U.S. Olympic Invitational on
Friday Then on Saturday
they will rejoin the team in
Kalamazoo. Mich., and
attempt to help the team
place in the Central
Collegiate Conference Meet
"I went around him
(Liquori) with a lap to go
and I could hear his
footsteps behind me," said
Sink "I thought he was just
waiting for the last straight
to blow by me. but he never
came He almost got tripped
with a half to go and he said
it made him tight."
ONE PERSON who didn t
show any tightness was the
man whose record Sink
broke last year, the Olympic

bronze medalist in the
steeplechase.
George
Young. Young ran his last
mile in 4:07 to finish in
8:28.1, a new world record
for the Astrodome's unique
track.
"I might have idolized'
him a little too much." said
Sink of Young. "But he sure
looked like an idol' when he
threw in that 61 quarter 440yard right after the mile 1
almost lost contact with the
leaders at that point. I
dropped from second to
about ninth and spent the
rest of the race catching
up."
In their brief meeting
before the race, Sid said. "I
walked over to him after
they announced his name
over the loudspeaker and
introduced myself. I said
that 1 was glad to meet him
and
he
told
me
congratulations on your race
last year" (Sid's 8:264
American
steeplechase
record!
From there on it was all
business as the "master"
proceeded to teach "the
youngster" a lesson in
running. But Sink feels he
learned his lessons well and
the next time they meet
things might be different.
"I learned that 1 have to
work on being able to stick

with the pace when someone
throws in a fast quarter."
said Sink "But 1 know now
that I'm ready to run with
anybody."
George Young, beware,
the awe has worn off and
now only the reality
remains: Sid Sink is one of
"the big boys".
EDDIE WATKINS found
out what it was like to run
with the "big boys" as he
and the rest of the team had
a hard time at the Michigan
State Relays in East
Lansing.
"People keep asking me.
Did you hear that Herb
Washington and Marshall
Dill set two world records
this weekend. "' said
Watkins I sure did-I was
in both races."
Watkins
remained
consistent as he finished
sixth in both races with
times of 6 3 in the 60 and 31 3
in the 300.
Other placers were: Steve
Danforth. third in the mile
with 4 09.4;
Craig
MacDonald. fourth in the
mile with 4:10.8; Rich
Breeze, a 213.6 1,000 for
fourth; and the distance
medley relay of MacDonald.
Rick Schnittker. Luke
Fullencamp and Bob
McOmber in 9:57 for fifth.

Al Russ, then went to tbe
foul line with 24 seconds left.
But tbe 73-per-cent free
thrower missed the first shot
of a one-and-one and Hotaling missed the follow-up.
PETTIS then hit a 24footer from the right-hand
side and BG had their 16th
loss of the season as the final
BG shot attempt was short.
"Pettis is playing fine
basketball at both ends of the
floor," said WMU coach
Eldon Millar "When he

takes his time he has a fine
shot."
"When the kid's a shooter
(Pettis) there's not much
yon can do. You have to
make him do it against a
man-to-man defense rather
than a zone," Haley said.
"It was a great game to
watch, both teams did things
right," Haley continued. "It
was a well-played game by
both sides. I was proud of the
way the kids came back
after the two defeats on the
road."
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Falcon inconsistency
By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
It was a long ride home for
the team returning from
their cross-state trip. During
a four day journey, the
Falcons had played the hardcharging Thundering Herd of
Marshall at Huntington. W.
Va . and Notre Dame at
South Bend,Ind.
When the last buzzer had
sounded and the last shower
was turned off, the Falcons
had lost two games by a wide
margin. The heart-breaking
fact that coincides with the
defeats is that the team
regressed to the style of play
that has hurt them all
season.
Inconsistency was the
main factor. The Falcons
came back home with an 0-2
record. In both games BG
executed one or two things
well, but the two or three
other things weren't
executed so well The team
was hurt a lot by cold
shooting. In both games they
shot 28 per cent or less. In
the first half of the Marshall
contest, the Falcons shot an
unbelievable 19 per cent
from the field.

Fred R.
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American Conference player
of the week two weeks ago
by coming off the bench and
accounting for 16 points for
the Falcons.
Tbe game was close the
entire 40 minutes as neither
team could gain more than a
six-point advantage.

IN THE GAME against
the "Fighting Irish" (Notre
Dame), Coach Pat Haley
saw his team fall behind
very quickly by 15 points.
When the Falcons would pull
within five points of the
surging Irish, they did not
have the ability to overtake
them Many shots did not
find their mark and the
impatience of the Falcon
offense saw them stay
behind all evening.
In reality, BG had a good
chance to win the game
because Notre Dame was in
the same boat: Thev are not

a good team (3-14 before
Monday's encounter); they
have no established stars;
injuries have plagued them
all year: they have no senior
on the squad; and they have
a young coach trying to
construct a good basketball
program.
Many of the BG players
sat on the bus looking as
though the many roads that
once were travelled had just
run out. They were
searching for answers and
none were in sight. How is it
for a team to come from an
impressive upset win, and
then resort back to the same
play?
AL RUSS, guard, said
that it was just pure agony
the way the team was losing.
"It's hard to explain, but it is
painful to all the players."
Russ said. "The long trip
hurt us a little mentally, but
we cannot use that as a
crutch
for
our
performance," he said
Russ then pointed out that
the team did not control
the tempo of either game in
the two losses. "We tried to
hurry back when we were
down and then many of those
nagging mental mistakes set
in." He was referring to the
traveling calls, forced shots
and the offense that was not
run
Co-captain Tom Babik said
the team was down mentally
from the excursion, but he
would not use that as a
scapegoat for the losses.
"Both of those teams threw
presses at us; we beat them
very well, but then we were
too impatient to run our type
of game." Babik said.
"WE ARE back in that low
ebb again and must resume
working hard so we can

break it." he added. Tom
said that by no means will he
mark this season off. "We
have some tough and
important games left and
our personnel will be
working hard to surprise
another team," he said.
In the locker room after
the Notre Dame game,
Haley was cornered by
reporters and said, "I'm out
of words and answers.''
Perhaps the wear and tear
of this long season is starting
to affect everyone. Losing
some of the games the
Falcons have lost is enough
to put a coach in an early
grave The team this year
has shown flashes of
brilliance, but at the same
time they have also looked
like a junior high team
The season has been a
learning experience to many
of the ball players. But the
most notable piece of
education they have picked
up is the fact that
consistency is the mark of a
winner.
Playing one half of a
basketball game, tends to
make a season very long.
COME AND SEE
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FISH
The Hutch Pet Shop
521 S. Prospect

FALCON PIZZA SH0PPES

FREE PEPSI
THE BIG BIRD SEZ

"COME ON IN!"

FREE PEPSI, (all you
can drink — all night!)
TUES. THROUGH FRI.
FEB. 15 THROUGH FEB. 18 —
WITH ANY 12" OR 16" PIZZA EATEN AT

THE FALCON

DORSEY'S
Drains J
500 Bast Uoojter

— WE FEATURE THE BEST SUB SANDWICH
IN TOWN—

Bonding Green

4", 8", 12", 24"
PHONE
3S1-607*

LOADED WITH MEATS AND CHEESES
ON A SESAME SEED BUN

ooeffitss
9«n\- 10pH
SunAat) Ic-fcp**-

FALCON PIZZA SHOPPES
ACROSS FROM
FOUNDERS—

352-1215
CHECK OUR DISCONTWUtO SHADtS OF fllVlON AND TABOUT

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN
— DAIRY TWIST —
354-9933

